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Just a bit after sunset, I left home for mosque to attend a traditional ceremony called "Ashura" and then 
go to my grand-ma's house. I walked all the way and got annoyed by the smoke from walking smoking 
guys ahead of me and also the smoke from a bus moving slowly nearby in the traffic jam. Besides, the 
odor of Mexican corn mix that could be smelled everywhere in the crowded streets, was another source 
for annoyance, as I'm sensitive to that. Many like it too much, but it is intolerable to me.
While I was walking, I thought if I write down these features to define a fictional character that I was 
working on right that time, then the events have to be arranged such that these smells and odors would 
have an indispensable effect.

At the mosque, I listened to some parts of a religious lecture by a famous clergyman and at the same 
time, I was thinking for writing a critical note about lots of false information within such lectures. All 
of a sudden, I remembered a critique who published recently his note discussing about similar issues in 
a newspaper. The traditional and conservative spirit of rulers did not tolerate his critical approach. 
Therefore, not only the publishing media got banned but also the critique himself got arrested. Now, he 
has to stand for a trial that may condemn him to a considerable punishment and even jail sentence. I 
have better to think only about these mis-information and do not write anything with inevitable 
consequences. Let me think and not talk ...

I then thought about fantastic semantics of religious texts and lectures.* I also decided to document 
features of A'shoora's mourning festival while looking at weeping guys wearing black shirts and suits, 
beating one's own head and chest in a harmonic rhythm with others. Although, I was wondering why I 
have never done it before, maybe due to a fading religious subconscious growing inside me ...

An hour later, visiting my grand-ma in her house in the mosque neighborhood, brought me back to the 
atmosphere of storytelling. I got to think again for my character, a mixture of Jack Nicholson, regarding 
recent rumors about his amnesia, and my late grand-pa, with respect to his short-memory loss. I must 
not forget that the character dislikes smokes and the odor of Mexican corn mix ...

* Let me mention parts of two sample religious texts including fantastic elements, I read that 
night in the daily publication of the mosque:

“Satan appeared to David. David asked: 'You can not tempt me.' He answered: 'At dinner 
time, I make you eat two more spoon from the sweat meal. Then, you will fall asleep 
deep and won't awake for praying.' David told: 'So, I won't ever dine anymore.' ...”

And
“Hossein is a divine leader (Imam), as he was praying to God while he was just a fetus 
in his mother's womb. Then, his mother had a shining forehead.”

Now, imagine dialogues between human and devil, or characterization of a pregnant woman 
with a shining forehead or an unborn baby talking to God, and the storytellers trying to define 
such characters and describe such situations in their magic fantasies.
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